TRAINING
CONTINUES!
As we creep out of lockdown with
restrictions finally being lifted, SGUT
are excited to announce (drumroll…)
that we can train outside again!

STARTING THE
RIGHT WAY
Your Initial phase of your journey always starts with
the six-week challenge, this is to ensure you start the
journey the right way, working on habit changes and
adding in accountability,
We have had a big in-take in March, and I am proud
to say that a lot of the members are achieving their
goals week in and week out by making small and
simple habitual changes that hopefully will continue
for many years to come.
The big thing that we offer here at SGUT-HQ is
nutritional accountability – nutrition is 80% of what
we need to succeed, but it tends to be the one thing
overlooked by many. I put this down to confusion, as
unfortunately the internet is plagued with so many
misguided diet interventions, meaning we tend
to jump from pillar to post trying to find the right
solution, or chase that elusive quick fix.
This is why I created SGUT Education. (Members
dashboard)
Here you will find I have simplified the process – over
the six-weeks our challengers (you) will add in one
healthy habit weekly, this in turn will help you realise
it’s the small incremental changes that ultimately
lead to big results.

Outdoor Boot Camps have always been an integral part of
what we offer, bringing the community together in a fun
and exciting environment in the GREAT OUTDOORS.
Plus to add something sexy in the mix we have added in a
Saturday Morning at 10am Run Club - This is coached by
none other than Lucca Bigg, Son to John Bigg (Olympic
Running coach and son of the Olympic Gold medalist Sally
Gunnell, so you can guarantee the techniques will be on
point, so come down JOIN the Team outside Rockwater
and bang out some Km’s.

I will review your weekly eating habits, adding in
some small changes myself that hopefully will
become sustainable for the rest of your life.
Please make sure you use this resource as they say
you cannot out train a bad diet!! Even with super
taxing calorie burning workouts.
From now on all your food diaries must be emailed
to accountability@solgilbert.com
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MEMBER COMUNICATIONS
Communications from the day this Newsletter drops.
Although Whatsapp (WA) is a great tool, it is also a big
PAIN in arse! The main problem being is that when you
send a message, you want an instant response, I get it, I
am also the same.
But this is where the issue lies. Sometimes I may be with
my family and then I get a BUZZ, meaning I become
distracted causing my family to feel less important than
my phone. (Which gets me sent to the naughty step with
no phone for a very long time lol.)
So, in light of this I have set out a new system which will
ensure all comms are dealt with in a speedy fashion.
From now on, I would like all members to post
the meal and training pictures in the Inner Circle
Facebook group.

This will hopefully stop the constant buzzing and
dinging on our phones and prevent some members
muting the group. In addition to this, anything relating
to membership login issues and nutritional information
must be sent to the below email addresses.
We have new emails for contacts
Submitting Food Diaries - Accountability@solgilbert.com
Sales Information Sales@solgilbert.com
Lastly, remember the six-week challenge is only the start
of your journey, so as you get to the end of this time
period, BOOK a Call with me or Liz and let’s discuss the
2nd phase the 21 day elimination phase and keep you
moving towards success.
Thank you for being part of the team.

UNDERGROUND GYM
Already a part of your membership
As we move closer to gyms being open, I would like to
remind you that as part of your package you will also gain
access to the Underground Gym along with a training
plan that will bring you closer towards your goal.

This is a GYM ONLY membership, should you wish to
add the UG Classes, this will cost an additional £20
supplement PCM.
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THE LIZZIE CATCH UP
Wow team! - What an amazing month and
WELCOME to all our new members and
a big up to our old members for showing
so much effort and enthusiasm this last
month – our community is growing and
its FAB!!
I have loved training outside again, Backpack Bootcamp
is fun and unique and a genius idea from the big
boss Sol. A big shout out to Ethan and Alexa for all the
effort put into making the classes fun, challenging and
different every time – and welcome to Luca Bigg- Sally
Gunnells son, if anyone can help us with our running
techniques and push us to our abilities it’s gonna be him.
Thanks to everyone who referred a friend/family member
in March , if you want a FREE Pass for someone please let
me know and I can send you a link.

So please remember to make
sure you tell me who you have
introduced ever since SGUT started
to be in with a chance of winning
next time!
The best way to contact me is via email, I do have another
job and I will always get back to you within 24-hours – my
working hours are Monday – Friday 7-9am and 3-4 pm
Plus Saturday Mornings 7-9am
liz.gold@solgilbert.com
Here’s to a FAB April with more calories
burned, more muscle gained and more
fun had in sessions with BEST coaches
around - FACT !!!

Congratulations to our “Refer a friend” winners who each
won £100 cash!! Sacha Eneke, Rachel Kirkwood and Kirsty
Carey - Well done!

Lizze X

STAFF SHOUT-OUT
Ethan Gilbert

Backpack Bootcamp Coach & Personal
Ethan is a Gilbert through and through, do not be fooled by
his angelic looks, he has grown up in the Gym and is a young
amature boxer who holds eight straight wins. Being a part of
ZT Fight Skool from the age of three-years old he has a great
understanding of what it takes to push past comfort zones. His
passion is coaching people, whether it’s one-2-one or in a group,
he will definitely get you working at your optimal level.

Ethan is also available for 1-2-1 coaching
priced at £300 for 10 sessions.
To Book email ethan@solgilbert.com
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March

WIN WALL

Julia’s Wins
I’m still going...

Joanna Says…

I’ve always worked out one way or another but have
stuck with Sol through three lockdowns. The summer at
Rockwater was fab, then came autumn and classes at
the gym. Lockdown two happened quickly and so classes
changed to zoom.

I came to Sol because, having attempted to give up sugar,
my mental health was starting to wobble, and I knew I
needed some ACTION to get my mood level. My wins have
been more mindset rather than weight loss, although I have
noticed I am getting stronger.

Never did I think I’d stick at it, I have to be honest rolling out
of bed into the kitchen or garden was great, I didn’t think
I’d ever go back to a group workout again. Home is so much
more convenient. But here we are out of lockdown three
and back at Rockwater.

Having always shied away from physical exercise, I have
found the sessions with Alexa and Sol doable and (dare I say
it?) enjoyable. They keep me motivated through the session
(with the occasional swearing from me when they throw
in a ‘surprise’ and laughing at Sol when he encourages
us with “Let’s Go!”. It’s now a firm favourite phrase in our
house :)

Being around other people works me so much harder, not
because I’m competitive but because Sol, Ethan, Liz and
everybody there spurs me on. I’ve definitely noticed my
bpm is higher & more calories burnt.

I’m always amazed that I can be sitting down for breakfast
having achieved my exercise for the day. It has helped my
motivation and energy throughout too.

Sasha Says…

My nutrition still needs tweaking as I haven’t lost any
weight. However I can now do four full press ups before
having to go to my knees, and my squats are getting easier
– I did 10 squat/jumps in a row - up from three! Not bad for
three week’s effort – thank you Sol and Alexa.

Alexa says…

A big thank you!

My wins recently have been getting down to Rockwater and
training with the team outside. I’ve lost 2lbs this week so I’m
nearly under my goal weight and my energy has been so
much better.
I haven’t touched a drop of alcohol for a month and I feel
amazing, my nutrition has probably been the best it’s
ever been and I’ve made an effort to reach my calorie goal
consumption every day.

Hello guys what a month it has been with team SGUT – it’s
been amazing being part of the family.

Being a single Mum it’s great to have both Virtual and
bootcamp so I could still train when my son was off school
in lockdown and school holidays - I love the balance.

The ‘new’ normal of virtual has been well and truly utilised
to the max and we have worked out in front rooms,
kitchens, garages and balconies, in fact anywhere you can
do a burpee.

Ryan Says…

I have seen many different rooms in your houses and you have
worked your butts off in every single one of them. Team, you
turn up every single morning and sometimes some of you for
a cheeky double. Your commitment is amazing!

My wife kitty suggested we try a six-week challenge with
Sol, we were doing random YouTube workouts before so a
live zoom class sounded more exciting.

I have loved being part of your journeys and coaching and
pushing you through your sessions, dialling in that form,
using what’s left in that tank to push to the very end when
that timer goes off.
Now with lockdown easing the #gilbertduo have brought
backpack bootcamp to Rockwater putting you through
your paces face to face. So whether you are a virtual warrior
or a bootcamp gladiator we have you covered.
You are all smashing it and I am proud of every single one
of you.
I am hoping soon I can come down for the day and have a
bootcamp session with you and meet you all in person.
April we are coming for ya!

The six-week challenge

We started the challenge and got really into it. It makes
a big difference having a great trainer to encourage,
motivate and push you – so now most mornings we’re up
and training as a team.It puts us both in a positive frame of
mind for the day.
We are feeling fitter, stronger and definitely have more
energy. Big part of it is the nutrition advice Sol has given
to us. I loved a good fry up and always got lunch on the go,
I’m now having a healthy breakfast and prepping a salad
for my lunch. The difference this has on my energy levels is
awesome!
Now bootcamp has started and it’s great to get out to train
but we will keep doing a few virtual training sessions too,
as it’s quite convenient on days we don’t have the time to
hit the gym.
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21 DAYS LATER
There are two 21DC’s – the Challenge and the Cleanse
The 21-Day Challenge is
different to the 21-day Cleanse.
The 21-day Cleanse is more of a
nutritional detox and involves
taking supplements daily and is
chargeable at £147.
If you would like more
information on the cleanse,
please drop us a line.
sales@solgilbert.com
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Exclusive

DISCOUNTS

Need some new
Kicks or some fresh
AF gym gear?

Nick Rivett
Sports

10% OFF

Want to see if you are
really going balls out!!

Track your progression
and monitor your Heart
Rate with Myzone HR
Tracker

RRP: £129.99
SGUT: £79.99

Quote SGUT10

buy.myzone.org

20% OFF

La Piazza

all Advertising
campaigns @

Gaydio Radio

Lizzie 07534 388695

Monday - Friday
12-5pm

15% OFF

As a SGUT MEMBER you get
access to our discount list...

Fancy a juice?

YouJuice
10% OFF
quote SGUT

Need a new website,
App or Digital
Marketing?

Pay Monthly and
spread the cost!
U2 View Media

www.youjuice.co.uk

Lizzie: 07534 388695

Covid Safe
Masks

15% OFF

20% OFF

Your Total Bill

use code
SGUT20

www.lapiazza.co.uk

MiiiBuy.com

at

English Rose
Beauty Room
Nancy

07722 356495

LASTLY...

Life After the six-week Transformation.
You have now transformed your body and mind with some tough
and challenging conditioning, hopefully attaining some life changing
nutritional habits throughout the six weeks.
So what is NEXT?

It’s now time to turn it up a notch...

The 21-Day Challenge is included within your Inner Circle
membership.

What is the challenge I hear you ask? Put simply, it is an elimination
diet, where you are encouraged to remove wheat, gluten, dairy, sugar
and alcohol for 21-days.
We start the process weighing and measuring you on the first day
and again on the final day of the challenge (details in the welcome
pack) so you can see your final results and fully understand just how
powerful the 21DC process is.
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